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Late-time cosmology

Big Bang 

ℋ

To leading observational and theoretical questions: 
  

What are today’s values ?  

What governs ?  

(H0, q0)

a(t)

Poses the task of observing objects with accurate distances 

What are cosmological distances?
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Cosmological distance 

ds2 = − c2dt2 + a(t)2dr2 (dr2 = dx2 + dy2 + dz2)
FLRW line-element

Distances are measured by light travel intervals:

ds2 = 0 : cdt = ± a(t)dr

 : coordinate distance, distance in a given co-moving box r

(t1, a1)

dr = −
cdt
a

 look-back time interval, integrated over  

 coordinate distance relative to  (a co-moving interval) 


 distance traveled viewed at epoch  

dt : [t1, t2]
dr : 𝒪
dRi = aidr : i (i = 1,2)

(t2, a2)

Big Bang 

ℋ
𝒪

γ
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Cosmological distance 

Recall: . Thena =
a0

1 + z
:

1
a

=
1 + z

a0

−H
dt
a

= −
·adt
a2

=
dz
a0

: r = ∫
r

0
ds = − ∫

t2

t1

cdt′ 

a(t′ )
=

c
a0 ∫

z

0

dz
H(z)

a0r = c∫
z

0

dz
H(z)

.

Write  and . For instance, in late-time ΛCDM, 

                       

H = H0E(z) RH,0 = c/H0

E(z) = 1 − ΩM,0 + ΩM,0(1 + z)3

D = a0r = RH ∫
z

0

dz
E(z)

Then
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Look-back time 
Previous steps also show −H

dt
a

= −
·adt
a2

=
dz
a0

,

Δt = ∫
z

0

a
a0

dz
H(z)

= H−1
0 ∫

z

0

dz
(1 + z)E(z)

:

where  is today’s Hubble time.  

Note the extra factor  in the integrand, representing cosmological 
redshift of time-intervals in the past.

H−1
0

1 + z

H0Δt = ∫
z

0

dz
(1 + z)E(z)
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Age of the Universe

This expression depends mainly on late-time cosmology, on choice 
of model and parameter values, e.g., . 

In a model-dependent way, it makes more exact Lemaitre’s leading-
order estimate . 

(H0, ΩM,0)

H−1
0

Age of the Universe = H−1
0 AH

AH = lim
z→∞

A(z)

A(z) = ∫
z

0

dz
(1 + z)E(z)

where

Big Bang 

ℋ

T ≃ H−1
0
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How old is the Universe?

AH = 1 − 1.0264 (ΩM,0 − 0.26287)

For all astronomical purposes, the age of the 
Universe is well-approximated by . H−1

0

Estimates within ΛCDM tend to 
be on the lower side. 

Models favoring dynamically 
dark energy favor tend to favor 
larger values. This comes with 
respective lower and higher 
estimates of )H0

Estimates of  have 
uncertainties in measurement 
that may or may not also involve 
model dependencies.

ΩM,0

Roughly, typical estimates 
are in the range of 

.ΩM,0 ≃ 0.3 ± 20 %
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Luminosity distance 

Observed (bolometric) flux: f =
L

4πD2
L

 is given by the observed photon energy and rate. Both are subject to 
cosmology al redshift: 

Energy  

Count rate  

The observed time-interval relates to the time interval at the time-of-
emission by . 

So,  is redshift dependent:  

                                   

where  in terms of the co-moving distance .

f

∝ ℏω = ℏ∂tφ ∝
1
Δt

∝
1

Δt

Δt = (1 + z)Δte

f

DL = (1 + z)2D

D = a0r r
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Conformal scaling

We say (a) and (b) are conformally equivalent, no 
angles changes, only overall scale is different 

(a)

(b)
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Conformal scaling

In a FLRW cosmology, conformal scaling arises from 
the scale factor a(t)

( )z = 0

( )z > 0

Redshift of  in 
energy  

rate  

γ
ϵγ·nγ
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Conformal scaling

Photon momenta preserve direction: angles between 
momenta of different photons defined at the time of 

emission at  remain unchanged.z > 0

( )z = 0

( )z > 0

𝒪

𝒪

γ

γ

Galaxy

Galaxy 
unchanged in 

size
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Angular diameter distance

Comoving size , angular 
diameter : 

l
θ l = Dcθ

Sizes have since scaled with 
. L = (1 + z)l

Define the angular diameter   θ = l/D,

α =
l

DA
, DA =

D
1 + z

.

Observed angle  today is set by 
configuration at time-of-emission :  and 
(comoving) distance  then.

α
te l

Dc
α

z = 0
𝒪

z > > 1

l

L = αD L

(Homogeneous isotropic 
scaling by  is 
conformal, i.e., it does 
not change angles)

a(t)
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Angular diameter size 

In the Local Universe, galaxies appear smaller with distance. 

In deep surveys, galaxies appear larger with distance at .  z > z*, z* ≃ 1.6
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Summary

The FLRW line-element with scale factor  and associated Hubble parameter and 
deceleration parameter introduce cosmological scaling in distances and angles. 

Proper distances  depend, in a model-dependent way, on distances at the time of 
photon emission, i.e., the redshift of the observed galaxy.  

Observed angular sizes depend non-trivially on source distance. The familiar trend of 
smaller angular sizes with distance holds true in the Local Universe. However, this 
trend reverses for galaxies further out. They appear increasingly larger in size, roughly, 
at redshifts beyond . 

  
The proper age of the Universe is essentially determined by late-time cosmological 
evolution over , whence depends only on canonical parameters . 

In fact, as illustrated in , the age of the Universe is determined essentially by 
 (Lemaitre) for canonical values of and small sensitivity to . 

a(t)

D(z)

z* ≃ 1.6

z ≲ 100 (H0, ΩM,0)
ΛCDM

H−1
0 ΩM,0
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Age constraints

Lower limits on the age of the Universe from the ages of 
the oldest astronomical objects, e.g., in globular clusters: 

White dwarf cooling 

Radio-active dating of stars 

Main sequence turnoff 

…
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HR-diagram
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Globular Clusters

Krauss, L. M., & Chaboyer, B. 2003, Science, 299, 65

Earliest GC’s and galaxies 
from small-scale density 
fluctuations primordial gas
Possibly by dissipative 
interactions, some remained 
bound to a nearby host, e.g., 
Milky Way Galaxy. 
Those closer to the bulge 
tend to be the oldest, which 
gradually migrated inwards 
by dissipation at each 
passage with the galactic 
disk.
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Initial Mass Function 
, e.g.,  dN = ψ(M)dM

ψ ∝ M−2.35

Stellar evolution in 
a cluster 

M

OB

AFG

KM

ψ

At formation, young stellar clusters or globular 
clusters will have stars across a broad range of 
masses, the distribution of which is described by 
the Initial Mass function. 

Initially, the Color Magnitude Diagram (CMD) of 
these systems will show a maximally extended 
cluster main sequence.
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Initial Mass Function 
, e.g.,  dN = ψ(M)dM

ψ ∝ M−2.35

Main Sequence lifetime 

Tms ∝ M−2.5

Stellar evolution in 
a cluster 

M

OB

AFG

KM

ψ
Tms

At formation, young stellar clusters or globular 
clusters will have stars across a broad range of 
masses, the distribution of which is described by 
the Initial Mass function. 

Initially, the Color Magnitude Diagram (CMD) of 
these systems will show a fully occupied Main 
Sequence. 

Evolution of these systems is then primarily 
determined by the evolution of their stars by 
mass, i.e., the cluster main sequence will 
gradually taper off with time, as high-mass stars 
leave their Main Sequence after a time . Tms
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B-V color index 
0 2

          M

OB
AFG

KM

M

AFG
KM

M

KM

Tapering off the MS

R. Kippenhahn

Hypothetical 
cluster M2001, 

Age 3Myr
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Color Magnitude Diagram 

P. R. Durrell, W. E. Harris, 1993, Astron. J. 105, 1420
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HR-diagrams of clusters

Open clusters of different ages (Credit: Mike Guidry, University of Tennessee)
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D=24.5 (kly) mV=5.6 

MS

RG

HB

WD

“Nebulous star”, G. Kirch & M. Margarethe, 1702
“Doesn’t contain any stars”, C. Messier, 1764
“200 stars”, W. Herschel, 1791 
http://messier.obspm.fr/m/m005.html

Overall Spectral type F7 
102 Variable stars, incl. 97 RR Lyrae

http://messier.obspm.fr/xtra/leos/M5f4.html

Globular Cluster M5

http://messier.obspm.fr/m/m005.html
http://messier.obspm.fr/xtra/leos/M5f4.html
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Fitting model isochrones

Not always easy in the face of possible systematics in, e.g., extinction corrections…

Monte Carlo results of fitting 
isochrones to data for differing 

model parameters 
Krauss, L. M., & Chaboyer, B. 2003, 

Science, 299, 65
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NGC 3201

Age estimate 18 Gyr, unknown systematics?
Von Braun, K., & Matbo, M., 2001, AJ, 121, 1522 

D=5.2kpc

Low latitude, needs extinction correction. 
Age estimate 13-14 Gyr

Layden Sarajedin  2003, AJ, 125, 1522 

Best-fit isochrones
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Age estimate over GC’s 

VandenBerg, D.A., 2000, ApJS, 129, 315 
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White dwarfs

El-Badry, K., Rix, H.-W., & Weisz, 
D.R., 2018, 860, L17

Sirius A and B
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White dwarf cooling curves

Based on theoretical 
cooling curves of WD’s. 

Marginalizing over 
(uncertainties in) 
distance, extinction, 
white dwarf mass, 
progenitor lifetimes, 
binary and cooling 
models:

Age = 11.47+0.47
−0.47Gyr

Hansen, B.M.S., et al., 2007, ApJ, 671, 380

MS turnoff 

Cluster MS 

WD cooling 
sequence  

NGC 6397

Formed at a redshift 
. z ∼ 3
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Nucleocosmochronology

Radio-active dating using  

          , 232Th : τh = 14 Gyr 238U : τh = 4.5 Gyr

Age = 13.7+4
−4Gyr

Even so,  gives an illustrative result:BD + 17o3248

Age estimate: compare observed with initial abundance ratios at 
the time of formation.  

Challenging: weak lines (must be quite abundant to stand out to 
be observable), must know origin of initial abundances (produced 
in r-process, from DNS mergers and supernovae)
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Summary

Any measurement of  is bounded below by the age of the oldest objects in the 
Universe, providing a useful constraint on any direct measurement of . 

Globular clusters stand out as relicts of the earliest star formation, potentially hosting 
the oldest stars and their remnants: white dwarfs, all of the same age. 

Age estimation of globular clusters can be pursued by white dwarf cooling, radio-
active dating and main sequence turnoff (using numerical stellar evolution models).  

Nowadays, ages estimated from globular clusters are consistent with  estimates 
from the Local Distance Ladder and ΛCDM analysis of the CMB.

H−1
0

H0

H−1
0


